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A sense of freedom is here, and 
getting ready to be open to new 

experiences. 

The special guidance card for this month is The Chariot – The Victory 
This Arcana is still with us from last month, reminding us that we will be successful in 
dealing with difficult situations. We need to concentrate with what we know in a single 
goal and move confidently through circumstances and obstacles on our path. 

Our skills and abilities will help us to move ahead

Make the necessary steps to organize what's needed, trying different ideas, and keep an open 
mind to implement new solutions. Trust your instincts. 
Some options and proposals are going to be offered for your consideration, but they do not seem 
effective to resolving the situation. Searching further for a solution that makes more sense is a 
good idea. 
Even if you feel unmotivated and discontent about what it is going on, pay attention to what is 
happening around you anyway, or you may miss a great opportunity. 

The Fool - The Unknown 
You are aware that this is an unprecedented situation,  

and that it is time to take the next step trusting that life is on your side. 
This is a moment of new beginnings in uncharted territory.

May 2020 Tarot Spread 
A month to getting totally involved with the direction of your life.

The Justice – The Justness of a Situation 
Material success connected with a lawsuit or legal issue  

will be reaching a fair and just outcome. 
Information will be disclosed about a bad administration concerning finances. 
People will feel uneasy and apprehensive about it. Eventually, after this situation 
being carefully analyzed, the people involved will have to accept their responsibility 
for what has been done. A very capable woman will be taking a prominent place in 
the resolution of this issue. 
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There is a 20% discount for my phone healing meditations. 
I am currently doing personal phone healing-meditations and trainings for any 
specific issues you may need. During this year, I'm planning to make my DVDs 
available to stream, and will be keeping an open mind for places or ways to teach 
groups meditation. I will keep you posted. 

DVD de Meditación Los Cuatro Elementos 
Meditation DVD The Four Elements

May 2020 Discounts 
For a month to focus in the direction you want to lead your life. 

A reading can offer you a view of what is coming into the picture next, what paths are leading to 
success, the blocks or challenges that you may encounter and clues for resolving them. It also shows 
you the influence of events and people intentions affecting your life. It can help you to understand 
and make good use of your instincts. 
20% off for one reading. 
20% off for your birthday bonus. 
Happy Birthday for all of you born during this month! Get your bonus by simply mentioning your 
birthday when you book the appointment. Go to ConsultingTarot to check the special Birthday 
spreads. 
20% off for Gift Certificates for a unique present to your beloved ones. 
20% off for people who refer my service and for the first reading of the new person. 
Visit my website page Testimonials 
If you would like to write a comment about my readings, meditations and/or healings, please email 
it to me and I will post it on the website. You will receive a Gift Certificate for a $10 discount on a 
reading with my gratitude. Thank you to those that have already sent their feedback! 

Phone readings are available at $1.50 per minute. 
Call or text for an appointment at 818-859-7597, or email 

contactmystralight@gmail.com 
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Wishing you a month with a renewal of energy to accomplish the impossible - VC

“Start by doing what's necessary;  
then do what's possible; and suddenly  

you are doing the impossible.” - Francis of Assisi 

 Interactive Tarot Workshop  
I am in process of organizing my Interactive Tarot Workshop online and I will be posting 

the outline and information in a new page on the website soon. 
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